
2020 was a tumultuous year for every industry however the solar

sector has shown great resilience throughout the pandemic. Even

the International Energy Agency has caught up with the market

and recognised solar as the key technology to accelerate

decarbonisation of the world's energy system. 

The renewables industry needs to develop faster, scale faster,

deploy faster and attract finance faster as we are very nearly past

the tipping point. The world is burning from California to Siberia.

The northern ice packs are melting. What we are living through is

not a linear experience. We have been distracted by Trump and

worried through 2020 by COVID and the horrific things it has

done to many people that we are close to. We need to refocus on

the positive and work together across technology, development,

finance, and Government to scale and deliver a decarbonised

environment for our children and the generations to come. 

Throughout the year, the pace of our pipeline development

continued and we have seen a marked upturn in investor appetite

for solar assets. As Environmental, Social & Governance

commitments continue to be at the forefront of investment

decision making processes, the demand for clean energy assets is

set to continue. In addition, the deployment of capital has been

aided substantially by supportive policies across our core markets. 

We had a successful year in terms of our origination strategy and

secured 750 megawatt (MW) across our core markets. In early

November, we secured planning permission for a 38MW solar

farm on Boughton Estate. This project brings our planning

granted for 2020 to 100MW and our total planning granted figure

to 752MW across 58 projects. To support this growth, we moved

into a larger office space and five new members joined the team

bringing our total team to 29. Antoine Pavone is our newest

member joining the development team in Australia. He brings

more than twelve years of experience to the role.

At the end of this year, we stepped up our commitment to

reducing our net annual carbon footprint. We offset total carbon

emissions from company activity for the year by working with Go

Carbon Neutral and we are working on a programme to remove

from the environment all the carbon the company has emitted

since it was founded in 2009. Our goal is to become a net positive

contributor to our local environments by 2023. Further details on

our carbon offset partnership and progress can be found on our

website.  
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As we look towards the new year, we are optimistic

about the outlook in each core market and the

contribution that our pipeline and the wider solar

industry will make in decarbonising these economies. 

The future is bright, the future is solar.  



In late November, the Department for Business, Energy &

Industrial Strategy (BEIS) released its response to the

consultation on proposals for the fourth round (AR4) of the

Contracts for Difference (Cfd) scheme for Low Carbon

Electricity Generation.

This scheme will support the delivery of renewable projects

and work towards achieving the target of net zero by 2050.

Elgin Energy was pleased to see the reintroduction of

support for solar PV (>5MW) in pot 1 alongside other

established technologies such as onshore wind. 

The previous third Cfd round supported 5.7 gigawatts (GW)

of new renewable energy projects at clearing prices well

below the administrative strike prices for each of the

successful technologies. Offshore wind costs reduced by

c. 30% from the previous allocation round in 2017. It is the

first time that renewables are expected to come online

below current market prices. This milestone demonstrates

the ability of renewable technologies to continually deliver

cost-competitive electricity thus providing greater value for

consumers. 

The fourth CfD auction will support up to double the

capacity of renewable energy supported through the

previous allocation round totalling 11.5GW. Notable

amendments include the addition of floating offshore wind as

a less established technology and the introduction of a third

pot for offshore wind alone. BEIS have increased the 2030

offshore wind target from 30 to 40GW with 1GW to be

supplied by floating offshore wind. In addition, BEIS intends

to proceed with the changes required to exclude new coal-

to-biomass conversions from future CfD allocation rounds.

Support was provided in previous allocation rounds but this

will cease in 2027.

Fourth round of Contracts for
Difference (Cfd) Scheme 

The delivery timeframe has been extended from 31st March

2030 to 31st March 2035 with auctions to be held every two

years. BEIS outlined they believe this will allow flexibility to

run future rounds with delivery years out to 2034/35.

Auction parameters including budget allocations and

capacity caps have not been set yet. Elgin Energy believes

that a monetary budget cap should be utilised in place of a

capacity cap. Solar PV is the only technology that can

facilitate rapid decarbonisation therefore technologies that

can support this goal should not be limited in their

contribution. 

The first auction is scheduled to take place in late 2021.
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